
Art Basel Miami Beach will set up shop from December 7 through December 10, 2017, and will feature a “Positions” sec-
tor focusing on new talents.

The art fair is set to host 268 international galleries with dealers from 32 countries across North and South America, Af-
rica Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. As a regular feature followed in previous editions, the fair is divided into separate 
sections. Among these sections, “Positions” is dedicated to discovering new talents from across the globe by providing a 
platform for galleries to present one major project by a single artist. This year, the sector will feature 14 solo booths.

At Antenna Space, Xu Qu (born 1978) will display a new series of ceramic pot sculptures and typographic prints that ex-
amine how religious activities have influenced Chinese society. Carl Mannov (born 1990) featured at Christian Andersen 
will also be displaying ceramics. Chapter NY’s booth will present Adam Gordon’s (born 1986) performance installation, 
which will invite viewers to identify an anonymous woman who wanders the fair. Focusing on the black male figure in 
art history will be Jibade-Khalil Huffman’s (b. 1981) work at Anat Ebgi, while Inman Gallery will display Jamal Cyrus’s 
(b. 1973) work exploring the cultural politics of Black-American music and the civil rights movement of the 1960s and 
1970s. Sector highlights also include a collage-like hanging of monochrome paintings by Mariela Scafati (born 1973) 
at Isla Flotante; figurative paintings by Koichi Enomoto (born 1977) at Taro; and a configuration of new works by A.K. 
Burns (born 1975) at Callicoon Fine Arts.

Jill Mulleady (born 1980) will treat Freedman Fitzpatrick’s booth as a stage for a social drama enacted through a set of six 
new paintings that create a theatrical effect. In addition, Patron will present sculptures, wall constructions and a large-scale 
mural by Harold Mendez (born 1977). Dan Herschlein (born 1989) will present a grouping of sculptures that together cre-
ate an eerie domestic interior at JTT, while Nicolas Ceccaldi (born 1983) will build on his interest in analyzing religion as 
a contemporary social phenomenon through new paintings and take-away brochures at Real Fine Arts.
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The major highlight of this section is Israel Martínez’ installation titled “Reticence” (2017). In this piece, Martínez leads 
the public towards a reflection on the paradoxical relationship between noise and silence. He provides a twofold presenta-
tion one as a metaphor for social life and at the same time as a proposal of aesthetic nature, where the subject is the matter 
of the endeavor. Simultaneously, a vinyl record has the same phrase engraved in transparent letters and the repetition of 
the message is in its rings. The assertions of this piece are explained in the performance “Stealth and murmur” (2017). 
In this act, the performers sleep with a megaphone. They use murmur to transmit what otherwise would be impossible to 
hear. It is about the death and the violence in which we live, at the same time, about the forgetfulness of the successive 
violence, its aberrant ordinariness and our habituation to it.

Galeria Marilia Razuk is preparing a solo exhibition of Brazilian artist Rodrigo Bueno especially created for the “Posi-
tions” sector. The installation titled “The Revenant Room” is built on research material findings in Miami. It will be 
mapped out of the flux of lost identities gathered around the city, in flea markets, donations centers and garbage. The artist 
always uses recovered materials, whether from the streets, donations or junkyard and bases his production on the law of 
abundance.

There remains a lot more to explore as one treads through the renovated space of the fair.


